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Abstract. The variety in email related tasks, as well as the increase in daily email load, has created a need for automated email management tools. In this paper, we provide an empirical evaluation of representational schemes and retrieval strategies for email. In particular, we study the impact of both textual and nontextual email content for case representation applied to Email task management. Our first contribution is S TACK, an email representation based on stacking. Multiple casebases are created, each using a different case representation related with attributes corresponding to semi-structured email content. A k-NN classifier is applied to each casebase and the output is used to form a new case representation. Our second contribution is a new evaluation method allowing the creation of random chronological stratified train-test trials that respect both temporal and class distribution aspects, crucial for the email domain. The Enron corpus was used to create a dataset for the email deletion prediction task. Evaluation results show significant improvements with S TACK over single casebase retrieval and multiple casebases retrieval combined using majority vote.



1 Introduction Over time, email has evolved from a simple medium of communication to one involving complex management tasks. Nowadays, it is not enough to simply read and reply to emails. One must also prioritise reading order, filter spam and phish emails, avoid viruses, organise and maintain information repositories and manage social networks and diaries. This increase in email related tasks coupled with the increase in email handling load has created the need for automated email management tools. Research in email management recognises five key areas [19, 9]: information management, task management, time management, contact management and security protection. Machine learning research applied to email has focused on individual prediction tasks within each area such as delete [8], reply [23, 18], attach [12], forward [22], filter [20, 15, 10] and classify [2, 4]. However, since each area typically involves several chronologically organised email tasks, these tasks can be seen as email workflows. Table 1 presents four workflows by decomposing each management activity into a set of chronologically organised tasks. The Contact Workflow combines contact management and email classification tasks, while the Task Workflow combines automated email response, reply prediction and email classification tasks. The advantage of the email workflow view is that it provides a template that can be used to guide prediction. For



instance, consider an incoming email, it would be useful to predict what action the user might take. Is the email going to be forwarded, if so to whom? Is the user likely to reply, if so can the reply be semi-authored? Should the email be deleted, if so when?
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Table 1. Email Workflow Examples



An email prediction task requires a learner to handle both local interactions between emails and potentially evolving email concepts. CBR’s ability to handle these challenges were demonstrated on an email filtering task [10]. An email is commonly represented as a bag-of-words of its textual content. However, there is also separate evidence to suggest the utility of non-textual email attributes for email classification [11, 17]. In this paper, we present a systematic evaluation of email attribute extraction from both textual and non-textual content. Our work differs from existing feature selection and extraction research in that we establish the importance of email sub-sections in case representation instead of that of features. Since every workflow in Table 1 terminates in the delete or filing tasks, we choose to focus our study on deletion prediction using the Enron corpus. The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 discusses related work. Multiple email representations are defined in Section 3 and how they can be used in multiple casebases in Section 4. Section 5 defines a new evaluation methodology allowing the creation of random chronological stratified train-test trials that respect both temporal and class distribution aspects. The evaluation and results are presented in Section 6. Finally, our conclusions and future work are highlighted in Section 7.



2 Related Work This section presents three different aspects of related work. We will start by discussing email representation and possible email attributes. We will then report the benefits of ensemble of classifiers documented in the literature. Finally, we will highlight the drawbacks of current evaluation methods for the email domain. Research in email categorization is commonly focused by classification into topical folders [2] or into speech-acts [4], email prioritisation [16] and Spam filtering [10]. A



standard information retrieval approach for document representation is to use a bag-ofwords representation. However, research focused on the acquisition of indexing vocabulary for email identifies three types of features: – structured : features extracted from the header such as date, from, to; – textual : keywords from the free text sections such as subject and body; and – handcrafted : features created from preprocessing the emails such as email length and number of special characters [11]. It was shown that handcrafted features typically do not improve prediction accuracy and so are not considered further in this paper. Email features can be incorporated in a single feature vector. However, previous work has highlighted the benefits of using an ensemble of classifiers, based on different feature subsets, over a single feature vector [7]. Performance improvements with ensembles are due to the aggregation of base-learners which are essentially local specialists. This gets round the problem of feature weight optimisation otherwise needed with a single feature vector [5]. Feature subsets can be generated randomly [1] or using feature selection [6]. One possible ensemble aggregation method is stacking, which is typically used to combine different types of base-learners into a meta-learner [25]. The idea is to use the prediction of each base-learner as input for the meta-learner. This requires each case in the meta-learner casebase to be represented with values corresponding to predictions of the base-learners. Stacking has been successfully applied to spam filtering by combining a memory-based classifier and a Naive Bayes classifier [21]. The temporal aspect of email is an important issue to consider when generating train-test splits for evaluation. Indeed, test set emails must be more recent than train set emails. In a real life situation, it would be impossible to make a decision about an incoming email based on emails not yet received. This aspect is not taken into account by standard evaluation methodologies such as cross-validation, leave one out or hold out. A possible approach is to order emails chronologically and use the earlier half for training and the later half for testing [17]. However, a single split of the dataset is problematic to evaluate statistical significance as it only permits one trial. Another approach is to create multiple splits from a chronologically ordered dataset. The classifier is trained on the first N messages and tested on the following N , then trained on the first 2N messages and tested on the following N , then trained on the first 3N messages and tested on the following N and so on [2]. This approach is similar to the previous in that it ensures a chronological ordering of the data. But, it also allows statistical significance testing as it creates N -1 trials instead of a single trial. However, class distribution should also be respected, and these approaches are only suitable when emails from each class are evenly distributed over time.



3 Case Representation for Emails The decomposition of a semi-structured document into constituents, such as from, to, subject and body in emails, allows case retrieval to focus on each of them separately.



Multi-Attribute



Single-Attribute



This is particularly useful when they have their own indexing vocabulary as they are further decomposable into feature vectors. The top-half of Table 2 presents nine attributes identified in relation to email sections. Date and From Address are nominal attributes while the others are textual attributes represented as binary feature vector. For instance, all the email addresses from the To field of the emails in the casebase form the indexing vocabulary of To Address. This attribute is represented for each email as a feature vector of the indexing vocabulary, where the value for each feature is 1 if the email’s To field contains the feature or 0 otherwise. From Name, To Name, CC Address, CC Name, Subject and Body are represented similarly. Accordingly, an email can be represented with a single-attribute representation or a multi-attribute representation using alternative combinations of attributes (see bottom-part of Table 2). For instance, From combines feature attributes From Address and From Name and Text represents all textual content by including attributes Subject and Body.
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Date From Address From Name To Address To Name CC Address CC Name Subject Body From To CC Recipients Text All



Date = date f rom@ = (Addressf rom1 , ...Addressf romi ) f romN = (N amef rom1 , ...N amef romj ) to@ = (Addressto1 , ...Addresstok ) toN = (N ameto1 , ...N ametol ) Cc@ = (Addresscc1 , ...Addressccm ) ccN = (N amecc1 , ...N ameccn ) subject = (keywordsubj1 , ...keywordsubjn ) body = (keywordbody1 , ...keywordbodyn ) f rom = (f rom@ , f romN ) to = (to@ , toN ) cc = (Cc@ , ccN ) recipients = (to@ , toN , cc@ , ccN ) text = (subject, body) all = (Date, f rom@ , f romN , to@ , toN , Cc@ , ccN , subject, body) Table 2. Case representations for email



The advantage of a representation that preserves document structure is that similarity computations can be confined to corresponding email sections. Figure 1 illustrates the aggregation of local similarities Si into a global similarity S(E1 , E2 ) between emails E1 and E2 . Local similarities are computed for each corresponding attribute and aggregated using average. An obvious approach to represent email is to include all attributes in a single feature vector representation which we call All. The similarity between two emails with such a representation is computed as above. However, since seven out of the nine attributes are binary feature vectors, we considered multiple casebases where every casebase contains
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Fig. 1. Similarity computation with semi-structured document representations.



the same set of emails but uses a different case representation. Each casebase uses one of the single-attribute representations listed in the top-half of Table 2. The prediction task involves aggregating retrieval results from multiple casebases. Essentially, our interest is to study how best to combine similarities from separate email sections.



4 Retrieval with Multiple Casebases
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Previous work has shown that retrieval over multiple casebases can be achieved with ensembles of k-NN classifiers [7]. Each k-NN classifier constitutes a CBR system which we refer to as a base-learner. The final prediction is obtained by combining the predictions of each base-learner. Figure 2 illustrates majority voting, a common aggregation strategy. Each base-learner uses the same casebase, but with a different case representation, and the final prediction of the new email is the majority vote of the base-learners predictions.
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Fig. 2. Aggregation with majority voting.
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However, voting only makes sense if the classifiers perform comparably well. If, for instance, six of the nine classifiers make incorrect predictions, the majority vote will be incorrect. Majority vote is therefore unsuitable when the relevances of base-learners vary. This is because it is unclear which classifier to trust and a dynamic weighting would have to be applied to capture the importance of each classifier in difference circumstances. For instance, when a case is represented using Date, the classifier is typically unable to make a prediction. However, when a prediction is made, it is highly likely to be correct. Therefore, when this classifier is able to make a prediction, its weight should be high, but otherwise low. In this work, since each classifier learns from the same set of emails represented differently, if each classifier performed comparably well, one classifier would suffice. The goal in using multiple classifiers is to exploit the complementarity of email attributes. Stacking combines multiple models differently by introducing the concept of meta-learner. It tries to learn which classifiers are reliable using another learning algorithm to discover how best to combine the predictions of the base-learners. It is suited to situations where base-learners are reliable in different circumstances [24]. Stacking is generally used to combine different types of base-learners. Here, we use stacking to combine the same type of base-learners, k-NN classifiers, but where each classifier uses a different case representation. Each base-learner provides a prediction, like in majority voting, but the meta-learner combines these predictions into a new case. Therefore, cases in the casebase used by the meta-learner, or meta-casebase, have as many attributes as there are base-learners.
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Fig. 3. S TACK representation



In this work, a new case is classified by nine base-learners, one for each singleattribute representation. The predictions are used to create a new case representation for the meta-learner called S TACK. The top-part of Figure 3 illustrates how the metacasebase is created by using the predictions of each base-learners to create a new case



representation, or S TACK representation. The bottom-part illustrates the classification of a new case. First, the new email is classified by the nine base-learners to obtain its S TACK representation. It is then classified by the meta-learner which uses the metacasebase where cases are represented with S TACK. The hypothesis supporting the S TACK representation is that the base-learners predictions of similar emails follow the same pattern. For instance, if two emails are classified similarly by the base-learners, their representation in the meta-casebase will be similar.



5 Creating Random Chronological Stratified Trials We introduce a new evaluation method, n-R CST, in order to create random chronological stratified trials that maintain the temporal aspect of email and respect the overall class distribution. Given a set of n emails belonging to m classes, n-R CST creates chronologically ordered email subsets Ei corresponding to each class. Each subset Ei is further split into k even splits Eij . Typically k=2, where one split is used for training and the other for testing. When using stacking, k=3: the new representation for the meta-learner is obtained for Ei1 and Ei2 using Ei2 and Ei3 respectively for training. Next, k-1 suitable  for each class ci , dates dj are identified in order to create k chronological splits Eij  . This enforces such that all emails in class ci received between dj−1 and dj form Eij th the temporal aspect on our trials because emails in any j split are more recent than emails in any j+1th split. Multiple stratified trials can then be generated by randomly  for testing and selecting a number of emails according to ci ’s distribution from Eij  Eij+1 for training. This algorithm is detailed in Figure 4 to illustrate its generality. Figure 5 illustrates n-R CST applied to a DELETE/KEEP classification task. First DELETE emails are separated from KEEP emails and put into chronologically ordered subsets. Assuming 2 splits are required, one for testing and one for training, each subset is further decomposed into 2 even splits (e.g. D1 and K1 ). The date at which the oldest email of each split has been received is identified (e.g. dD1 and dK1 ). Finally, a date d is chosen between dD1 and dK1 . Splits can be recreated so that delete1 and keep1 are all emails, from each class respectively, received after d, whilst delete2 and keep2 are those received before d. Trials are now created by randomly selecting emails from delete1 and keep1 for testing and delete2 and keep2 for training. We are now ensured that emails in the test set are more recent than those in the training set. Let assume we have a dataset of 1500 emails, including 900 emails labeled as DELETE and 600 emails labeled as KEEP . Imagine we want to create N trials, respecting the overall class distribution and the chronological order of the dataset, where each trial represents 10% of the dataset and contains 1/3 for testing and 2/3 for training. A trial must therefore contain 90 emails labeled as DELETE and 60 emails labeled as KEEP. Out of the 90 DELETE, 30 are used for testing and 60 for training. Similarly, out of the 60 KEEP, 20 are used for testing and 40 for training. After n-R CST is applied to the dataset (as in Figure 5), a training set is formed by randomly selecting 60 emails from delete2 and 40 from keep2 and the test set formed with 30 emails from delete1 and 20 from keep1 . Multiple trials can now be generated similarly, ensuring each is stratified



E = {e1 , ..., en }, set of emails C = {c1 , ..., cm }, set of classes D = {d1 , ..., dk }, set of dates k the number of splits required d(ei ) date at which email ei was received c(ei ) class of email ei Create a subset Ei per class ∀ci ∈ C, ∃Ei ⊂ E where, ∀e ∈ Ei , c(e) = ci Order subset chronologically ∀Ei , order so that ∀ej ∈ Ei , d(ej ) < d(ej+1 ) Create k even splits Eij for each subset Ei ∀Ei , Ei = Ei1 ∪ ... ∪ Eik and |Ei1 | ≈ ... ≈ |Eik | Get the date of the oldest email in each split Eij ∀Eij , dij = d(e∗ ), where e∗ ∈ Eij and ∀e ∈ Eij , d(e∗ ) < d(e) Create a set Dj with the dates of the oldest email in the j th split of all Eij subsets Dj = {dij } i Select a date dj between the most recent and the oldest date in Dj ∀Dj , min(Dj ) < dj < max(Dj )  Create k chronological splits Eij per class ci ,   ∀e ∈ E, Eij = Eij ∩ {e}, where dj−1 > d(e)  > dj , and c(e) = ci so that ∀ej ∈ Ej = Eji , d(ej ) > d(ej+1 )
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Fig. 4. n-R CST algorithm



Fig. 5. n-R CST for delete prediction



6 Evaluation and Results In this paper, we compare different email representations for the prediction of email deletion. An ideal dataset should contain the time at which an email has been deleted. Indeed, an email can be deleted for different reasons. If an email is irrelevant, it is likely to be deleted as soon as it is received. An email regarding a meeting or an event is likely to be kept until a certain date then deleted when it becomes obsolete. Therefore, prediction of email deletion should also include the time at which the email should be deleted. A dataset containing deletion time is not currently available and is hard to obtain for ethical reasons. Therefore, in this paper, we experiment on a binary classification task where an email is classified either as DELETE or KEEP. Our evaluation has three main objectives: – show that all email attributes contribute to the performance of a classifier – show that combining base-learners using a S TACK representation is a better approach than the combination of base-learners using majority voting or a multiattribute representation



– show that a meta-learner using a S TACK representation is more stable across users. In the remaining of this section, we will first present the Enron Corpus and how it was processed to create datasets for the purpose of our experiments. We will then define the experimental design. Finally, we will discuss the results for each objective. 6.1



Email Dataset



The raw version contains 619,446 emails belonging to 158 users [3]. The Czech Amphora Research Group (ARG) has processed the Enron corpus into 16 XML files [14]. We used the file which identifies duplicate emails to remove all duplicate emails and we also cleaned the corpus by removing folders such as all documents and discussion threads [13]. These folders are computer generated folders and do not reflect user behaviour. Our cleaned Enron corpus contains 288,195 emails belonging to 150 users. For each user, we assumed that every email in deleted items should be classified as DELETE and every other email should be classified as KEEP . We therefore do not take into consideration the time at which an email has been deleted. 6.2



Experimental Design



n-R CST could not be applied to some Enron users because the time period covered by emails labeled as DELETE and the time period covered by email labeled as KEEP do not overlap or do not have an overlapping period large enough to create train-test trials. We extracted 14 Enron users for which n-R CST was suitable and generated 25 trials for each. The class distribution and the number of emails for these users is detailed in Table 3. User % of Deleted Emails User Number of Emails Dean-C 0.205 Lucci-P 753 Watson-K 0.214 Bass-E 754 Heard-M 0.270 Giron-D 767 Quigley-D 0.376 Shively-H 769 White-S 0.426 Heard-M 833 Schoolcraft-D 0.447 Quigley-D 988 Giron-D 0.495 Mims-Thurston-P 1028 Zipper-A 0.511 Zipper-A 1056 Bass-E 0.533 Thomas-P 1099 Parks-J 0.612 Schoolcraft-D 1321 Thomas-P 0.621 Dean-C 1540 Mims-Thurston-P 0.661 Parks-G 1661 Lucci-P 0.754 Watson-K 1974 Shively-H 0.765 White-S 2296 Table 3. Class distribution and Number of Email for selected Enron Users



Three splits were generated for each user using n-R CST. In order to evaluate the email representations listed in Table 2, one test set and one train set are required. A trial is created by randomly selecting emails from the most recent split for testing and from the second most recent split for training. In order to evaluate the stack representation, one test set and one train set of emails represented with S TACK are required. Emails from the most recent split are classified by the base-learners using the second most recent split for training. Similarly, emails from the second most recent split are classified by the base-learners using the third split for training. This provides us with a stack representation for emails in the first and second splits, allowing us to use the first split for testing and the second for training. The creation of trials is illustrated in Figure 6 and Figure 7. We maintain consistency in that, for all representations, test sets and training sets are identical.
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Fig. 6. Trial creation for single feature vector representation
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Fig. 7. Trial creation for S TACK representation



Once the trials are generated, a casebase is created for each case representation for each trial. All base-learners and the meta-learner are k-Nearest-Neighbour classifiers



with k = 3. Further research on the optimal number of neighbours to consider for each base-learner would be beneficial but is not considered further in this paper. For binary feature vectors attributes, the similarity is computed using the Euclidean distance. For nominal attributes, the similarity is 1 if the values are identical, 0 otherwise. During retrieval, any ties between multiple candidates are resolved randomly. Alternative representations are compared using classification accuracy. Since our data is not normally distributed, significance results are based on a 95% confidence level when applying the Kruskal Wallis test to three or more datasets and 99% confidence when applying the Wilcoxen signed-rank test to two data sets. 6.3



Is using All attributes best?



We compared the classification accuracy using the 12 email representations listed in Table 2. Our results show that using only the textual attributes (Subject, Body and Text) or using all the attributes (All) result in significantly better results compared to using any of the other attributes. Additionally, using All attributes gives significantly better results across users than Subject, Body and Text. This suggests that representing emails only using the textual attributes is not enough and that useful information for retrieval can be extracted from non-textual attributes. However, it is important to note that the accuracy achieved with the best single-attribute representation (All) is outperformed by simply predicting the majority class for 8 users out of 14. This is clearly illustrated in Figure 8, where the accuracy achieved with the four best representations is compared to the accuracy achieved by systematically predicting the majority class. We can note that All tends to perform well when classes are evenly distributed but struggles on highly skewed data.



Fig. 8. Accuracy achieved with different email representations



6.4



What is the best way to combine base-learners?



The All representation, where all email attributes are included in a feature vector, is the simplest way to combine email attributes. Since a classifier using such a representation



does not perform well on highly skewed data, we evaluated an alternative approach. A casebase is created for each single-attribute representation. The performance of k-NN using All representation is compared to an ensemble of 9 k-NN classifiers combined using majority vote (M AJORITY), each using a different casebase. Unlike All, M AJORITY implicitly captures the importance of each attribute by giving a weight to each classifier based on the similarity between the retrieved neighbours and the new case. This is because the prediction of each base-learner is a numeric value between 0 and 1 based on the similarity of the new case to the 3 nearest neighbours. For instance, for a given base-learner, let the similarities between the new case and the 3 nearest neighbours 0.2, 0.6 and 0.8 and their class KEEP, DELETE and DELETE respectively. The prediction for this base learner is (0.2∗0+0.6∗1+0.8∗1)/(0.2+0.6+0.8) = 0.875. If the prediction is smaller than 0.5, the email is classified as KEEP, otherwise it is classified as DELETE. The closer the prediction is to 0 or 1, the more the base-learner is confident that the class for the new case should be KEEP or DELETE respectively. The majority vote is calculated by averaging the predictions of all the base-learners. We therefore expect M AJORITY to perform better than All. However, significance test show that both approaches perform comparably. This is clearly illustrated with a scatter-plot in Figure 9. This suggests that the global similarity, or similarity across all attributes, is equivalent to the combination of local similarities, or similarities of individual attributes.



Fig. 9. Accuracy and Delete precision for 15 Enron users using M AJORITY and All



We then compared S TACK to both previous approaches. Results show that k-NN using S TACK representation performs significantly better than M AJORITY or k-NN using All representation. The scatter-plot in Figure 10 provides a closer look at S TACK and M AJORITY results. The performance achieved using the S TACK representation can be explained by its ability to generate predictions based on similarity values computed over the predictions of multiple base-learners. When combining email attributes using M A JORITY , a good performance is expected only if base-learners tend to agree on a prediction. However, S TACK further exploits the fact that if the ensemble of base-learners agree and disagree in a similar way then the emails are also similar. For instance, if



k-NN using Date predicts DELETE and k-NN using From predicts KEEP, M AJORITY would struggle to make a judgment whilst S TACK will decide based on other emails classified similarly.



Fig. 10. Accuracy and Delete precision for 15 Enron users using M AJORITY and S TACK



It is interesting to note that S TACK is also more robust to highly skewed data. Figure 11 shows how S TACK significantly outperforms a classifier consistently predicting the majority class.



Fig. 11. Accuracy using different aggregation methods



6.5



Is a meta-learner more consistent across users than a base-learner?



Email management is challenging because every individual deals with emails in a different way. A classifier can perform very well for one user and very poorly for another.



In this work, the availability of emails from 14 different users permits us to compare the consistency of the 3 approaches. The accuracy, for each user, achieved with the 4 best email representations from Table 2 are illustrated in Figure 8. It is clear that all approaches achieve inconsistent results across users. The accuracy with Subject varies from 0.49 to 0.75; Body from 0.46 to 0.74; Text from 0.37 to 0.70 and All from 0.48 to 0.83. Even if All significantly performs better, it is clearly inconsistent. It may perform extremely well for some users such as Schoolcraft but extremely poorly for others such as Bass. Such an approach is therefore unsuitable in a real life system. The classification accuracy using M AJORITY, All and S TACK appear in Figure 11. M AJORITY seems to be comparable to S TACK in terms of consistency, but S TACK still significantly outperforms M AJORITY in terms of overall accuracy.



7 Conclusions and Future Work An email representation including both structured and non-structured content results in significantly better retrieval when compared to a bag-of-word representation of just the textual content. Semi-structured content can be dealt with at the representation stage by incorporating it into a single feature vector or alternatively at the retrieval stage by use of multiple casebases, each using a different representation. Multiple casebases, when combined with a stacked representation, perform significantly better than when combined using majority voting. S TACK, M AJORITY and other alternative representation strategies are evaluated using n-R CST; a novel evaluation technique to create stratified train-test trials respecting the temporal aspect of emails. This methodology is applicable to any classification task dealing with temporal data. Future work will investigate the impact of feature selection techniques to optimise case representation in each casebase and the allocation of weights to the prediction of each classifier. It is also important to evaluate the generality of the S TACK representation for other email management tasks (e.g Reply, Forward, File). Finally, it would be interesting to compare this approach with other machine learning methods such as Support Vector Machines and Naive Bayes.
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